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In this debut account of losing a beloved
family member, a woman finds hope and joy in
profound moments of spiritual connection…a
rich, insightful New-Age narrative.

...an INSPIRATIONAL book of HOPE...
-Elisa Medhus, MD
Author: My Son and the Afterlife;
Creator of ChannelingEric.com

-Kirkus
...a MUST-READ for anyone who has
lost a loved one...

For a spiritual guide in grief and
shamanism, Rebecca Austill-Clausen’s
debut memoir is a must-read.

-David Bennett

-Buzzfeed

Author: Voyage of Purpose
and Voice as Old as Time

…A book that will inspire you to embark
on your own journey of enlightenment.

...COURAGEOUS and COMPELLING,
an INSTANT CLASSIC...
-William Stillman

-SheKnows
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Award Winning Author:
Autism and the God Connection

W

hen Rebecca Austill-Clausen discovered that she could communicate with her brother after he died, a world she never imagined
opened up to her – even as she doubted her sanity and feared she would lose the respect of her colleagues, and the love and

support of her family. Austill-Clausen struggled with how her spiritual awakening and eventual spiritual transformation could mesh
with the practical everyday world – the one where she was known as a knowledgeable, science-based expert in the field of occupational
therapy – but she knew she had to find a way to make it happen.
Each chapter of Change Maker explores spiritual beliefs and understanding, includes an original black-and-white illustration by Micki
McAllister, and ends with an “Illumination” – guidance, suggestions, encouragement, and inspiration for readers who wish to pursue
their own spiritual journey. The end result is a book that blends the BEST of memoir, self-help, new-age philosophy, and inspiration.

Meet the Author!
To connect with Rebecca, and arrange
a speaking event or book signing:

Rebecca regularly provides workshops
at Holistic and New Age Metaphysical
events. She is a dynamic and empowering
presenter on after-death communication,
spirituality, Reiki, and meditation.

Email: becky@comphealthworks.com
Phone:

Events

610.363.7446

Website: RebeccaAustillClausen.com

For a SCHEDULE of events go HERE.
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